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Abstract Results of th巴eIectronprobe analysis of USGS and otI1er standards of silicate 

rocks are r告ported.GUI...SCH'<! and LOVERINGlS rnethod (GUL忠ONand LOVERINGヲ 1968)We'S 

slightly modified for obtaining higher X聞rayintensities and better reproducibility. The 

results show good agr巴巴日L1entwith the recommended valu邑Sof the standard rocks. 

INTRODUCTION 

;トTeedfor fast and reliablを majorelement analysis of h色terogeneousgeological 

materials Is urg巴nt. NORRISH and CHAPPELL propos色da method of fluores鴫

C色nceanalysis fused samples因 GULSONand LOVERING (1968) applied the fusion 

techniqu.e to electron probe microanalysiso Their method has been recently used by some 

authors 作品 MEDARISand 1970). V¥le have also adopted basically the same 

t日chnique as used GUI，SON and LOVERING， but some modifications were made for 

the sensitivities of the analysiso The )←ray intensities ¥.月1ereincreased by the 

concentratIOl1 in the fusiol1 mixture than in the case 0工 GUL日ONand use of 

LOVERING'S method， but this procedure in turn r色quiresto crush and melt the sample 

twice and also to correct for the matrix effecl: in Si02 and MgO det巴rminationso 1n 

the we i ntend to descr1 1万 theresults of our attempt on standar白 ofUSGS 

(W G-l， G同 2，AGVイ， BCR-l， GSP回 1，PCC同 1. DTS眠 1)，Geological Survey of Japan 

(JB明 1，JG-1)， Spectroscopic Society of Canada (SY四 2)and Que色n Mary College CQMC-

Il). 

SA1VIPIA PREPARATION 

Flnely crushed rock sample (100四 200 was precisely weighed (仏280gro) into 
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a bottle and mixed with 0.750 gr. of fusion mixture，ふ thereagents， composed 

of Lithium tetraborate( anhyd.) 38.0 gr. Lithium carconate 29.6 gr. Lanthanum oxide 

13.2 gr and HUTTON 1969， or NORRISH and CHAPPELL 1967). The sample was 

transferred into a platinum crucible and fused above a Mekker burner at about 950回

10000C for a few minutes being stirred. The melt was continuously stirred by g叩t1e

of the crucible. After the heterogeneities black spots on 

the surface of were completely eliminated the melt was poured into a brass ring on 

a graphi匂 plateand into disk an aluminium 0 The disk 

was l110st sui table for of the in a mortar. The glass remaining on the 

wall was rem，oved as much as quenching the hot crucible in watero The glass 

disk and the loose material thus obtained were crushed again in an agate mortar. The 

was transferr色dinto the crucible and remelted. After +h"~，e~，， w'h 

the melt was poured onto the graphite plate to produce small“beads" of 1 ~4 mm in 

diametero か10such beads were produced and of these two for each sample were 

mounted in plastic. Thεmount was (with 0.25μdiamond paste at the final 

， carbon coated， then used for analysis. 

ANALYTICAL CONDITIONS 

Hitachi electron microanalyzer， Model XMA値 5A(3 channels with 380 take 

off was used in this work voltage was at 15 and 

current at about 0.03μA. Th邑巴 wascalibrated against the critical 

。f Zr and Mo. First ordεr Ka Iines were measured. The dif・3

fraction ADP and KAP w色reused Fι Mn; C日づ and 1¥IIg， 

respecti vel)ん Thebeam stability was checked at everγ30 rninutes on one of the 

standard crystals peric1ase， albite and corundum， 

After measuring the of a pεak :for an element， values of the background 

intensity were measured on both sides of the Then the intensity of was 

Table 1. B旦ckgroundintensity of Mg (FM fusion 

Estimated values of B. G. inten-
siti巴sat the peak position of Mg 

Sample Inter凶 ty(CPS) 

W-l 3.5 
AGV-l 3.2 
JG-l 3.6 
PCC-l 3.1 
DTS-l 3.8 
BCR-l 3.6 
G-2 3.1 
GSP-l 3.3 

R G. intensities measur・edat Mg 
peak position for MgO free sample 

Sample (gram) 

0.14 Si02十 0.14Fe20S十 0.75FM 5.4 

0.14 SiOz + 0.75 FM 7.5 。.14Si02十 0.89FM 

0.14 A1203 十 0.89FM 

4，5 

4.2 
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estimlt"，j bJ av~ra5in5 tho aJJV~ tWJ values. Th巴 estimatedvalues thus obtained at 

th己 pea:':pJsition of M5 are shown in Table 1， together with the intensities of the 

b'1ckgrouni m羽 sureclat the S'1泊三 peakpJ3ition on fused oxide samples free from Mg. 

The泊三ritof fusion with heavy absorber is that the background intensity remains nearly 

cつなstantamJ日gdifferent ro::k samples. A slight diff色rence in background intensity 

existed b己tweenglass sampl巴sprepared from pure oxides and those from rod王 samples.

For this reason Wεdid not use oxide glass for background m巴asurment.

でh巴 electron beam was adjusted to about 40μin diamet巴r and sample was 

continu:J:1sly mJVecl u日:lerit. G日LSONani LOVERING (1968) reported relatively good 

stability of glass against the beam bombardment. Also in our experiment no appreciable 

change in count rate was observed even wh釘 1the dri ving speed of sample was as low as 

10μImin. We prefεrred a higher driving speed (50μImin) for eliminating an effect of 

heterogeneity of sample which can exist in somεcases. 

Values of detection limit for various element und巴rthe condition of our analysis 

Table 2. Det邑ctionIimit in wt.%. 

Si02 Ti02 AIDs FezOs MnO MgO CaO Na20 KzO 

0.42 0.15 0.11 0.19 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.19 0.05 

are shown in Table 2. Here， the values were calculated according to the followIng 

formula giv巴nby NOR丑ISHand CHAPPELL (1967): 

etection Li出 t= _6_. . / C!!-
例'v T 

必官 thenumber of counts per s巴condobtain色d per unit concentration for the 

element in the sample 

T total analytical time 

CO: the number of counts p巴rsecond in the background position 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

G巴nerally，:;;ふrayint色nsity，!， of i -th element is _related to i ts content， Ci by the 

following equ旦tions(BENCE and ALBEE 1968): 

Ci =β Ii >< K 、、J〆
4
a
B
h
 

〆'ー、、、

here K is a constant that depends on instrumental conditions; /3 is a correction term， 

being expressed as: 

si a~M >< CFM  -!~ 22CC.f )< Cj (2) 
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in which is a correction f呂ctorto evaluate the effect of concentration of element 

on the count rate of element i， and is considered to be constant within certain compo司

sitional range of γ¥and  denote concentration of fusion 凶 xtureand correction 

factor for the effect of fusIon mixture on "i"， 

Thenwe get 

× ( 3 ) 

where unk and std refer to unknown and standard samples respectively， The 

value x C FM is farεr than the valu色::Ca' x so ~that the differ忠ncein j3 

when that of di1ution fa.ctor qu 
a
I
 

、1i
s
/

lS very close to 乳mongvarious samples becomes smalL 1'h色 vaIueof 

as (L36 as 

preferred by GULSON and LOVERING 1'he beれiI1eenthe concentration 

and for three ele白Clentsof nine standard rod王sare sh例 '11in 

The results of regression ar色 summarIzeo.i n T日.ble3. for and MgO， 

T呂tle3， Linear regr日88ionanalyses for eIements. 

OXlUe eqlユation errOf in 'lNt" 96 

5i02 C=0.3554 X J十 2.4 1~3 

TiOz 。=む.2546 く J- 0.59 0，071 

ムI20~ C=0.1121 x 1 -0，33 0.32 

FezOa C=0.1282 I - 0.95 0.29 

MnO 0=0.0973 x J - 0，437 0.021 

)¥JIgO C=0.1503 >( 1 - 0.4.7 。.48
CaO 0=0.0743 x 1 - 0.65 0，10 

I子I旦20 0=0.2701 x I - 0.66 。.17
KzO 0=0，0678 x J -0.2ヨ8 。.088
C ConceJュtrationof oxide in w七夕6
1 X-ray intensitァinC.P.S。

good Hnear relations between C and 1 can be seen in the Figure and Table. 1'he obョerved

discrepancy from the linear relation in and MgO 1S due to the 

for incr記aSlngthe accuracy 01 the of the two elel1凡ents，

the correction factors and wer色 measuredon the made from pur巴

oxides and fusion mixture. 1'he values H:ms obtained are 1012 and 1.29 

For all other and the values given bγi¥LBEE and RAY were used 
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Figure 10 The relationship betw邑enthe concentration and X-ray 

intensity for three elements of nine standard rocks. 
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Table 4. Correction factors， and 

子三¥INa20 MgO AlzOa Si02 K20 CaO Ti02 MnO FeO 

Si 1.38 1.48 L54 1.00 1.01 1.07 1.10 1，24 1.31 

Mg 2.05 LOO 1.04 1.11 1.20 1.32 1.43 1.80 1.97 

the standard sampl邸 here we took W 個 1as reference and calculated 

the of others assuming th巴 linearitybetween the intensities and 

concentratio問。 For and the correction mentioned abov色 wasmade⑨ ThεK20 

content of VI-l， O.65wt. %， 1S too then in the case of det邑rmination，GSP寸 or

Gイ wasused as a stal1dard. 

Chemical COlτthus  obtained are given in Table 5a. The differences 

between our results and the recommendedγalues 

are shown in Table 5b lists the results of additional in which 

of some independently are a1so included. The recommended 

values for SY圃 2and QMC-Il were taken from the drculars of the 

of Canada and of Dept， Geology， Queen lVlary College. The time for the data 

listed in Table 5a and 5b is 500 sec. and 100 sec. As there is no significant 

difference between the dupl1cates time of 100 sec seems appropriate for routine 

The results are for CaO， and 

MgO， has err心rup to 2 wt. which may be caused error of 

weighing. Because of the smaller dilution factor， MnO was determined with 

figur色s，

The error in determination GULSON and LOVERING ap開 arstc be about 0.8 

wt.9ぢ， while our記rrorafter oorr号ctionis設bout0，9 wt。彪。 Thereforeour smaller dilution 

factor did not substanti毘 influencethe accuracy. The error for other elements are also 

similar between two altεrnative dilution factors， On the other smaller dilution 

factor makε8 it to determine MnO with reasonable accuracy. 
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76.71 59.89 60蜘1555.16 72.63 73.28 54.64 40.64 42.70 60.20 68.58 67.70 53.3L1 72.98 

(1.26) (0.89) ( -0.58) (0.67) (0.11) (0.76) (0.15) (0.17) (0.83) (1.20) (1.30) ( -1.49) (1.33) (0.88) 
8102 

0.02 1.07 0.12 2.09 0.29 0.23 2.26 0.02 0.02 1.04 0.64 0.47 1.36 0.28 

( -0.02) ( -0.01) ( -0.02) (-0.14) (0.03) ( -0.03) (0.03) (0.00) (0.00) ( -0.04) ( -0.06) ( -0.06) (0.05) (0.02) 
TiOz 

14.45 17.43 12.32 13.76 14.77 14.54 13.26 0.55 0.93 16.91 15.16 15.19 14.34 14.49 

(0.51) (0.42) (0.98) (0.10) (0.64) (0.41) ( -0.40) (0.00) (0.07) ( -0.10) (0.04) (-0包 16)(-0.08) (0市27)
A120s 

0.78 6.92 6.39 13.49 2.07 2.01 13.40 8.57 8.25 6.99 4.39 2.74 9.08 2.34 Tota! Fe 
as Fe203 (0.25) (0.12) (-0.76) ( -0.02) (0.13) (0.07) (-0.11) ( -0.28) (-0.29) (0.19) (0.06) (-0.03) (0.02) ( -0.01) 

0.u1 0.05 0.25 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.19 0.11 0.09 。.080.04 0.05 0.17* 0.05 

( -0.02) ( -0.05) ( -0.08) (0.00) ( -0.03) ( -0.02) (0.01) ( -0.02) ( -0.03) (-0.02) (0.00) (0.01) (-0.02) 
MnO 

0.10 1.54 2.66 3.47 0.22 0.25 3.34 50.94 45.08 1.64 1.14 0.90 7.79 0.95 

(0.00) (0.05) (0.67) (0.19) (-0.17) (-0.14) (0.06) (1.13) (1.52) (0.15) (0圃 18)(0.12) (0.08) (0.25) 
MgO 

0.99 4.98 8.13 7.13 1.44 1.38 7.03 0.15 0.55 4.91 2.16 2.00 9.29 2.26 

(0.19) (0.00) ( -1.52) (0.18) (0固06)(0.00) (0.08) (-0.01) (0.02) ( -0.07) (0.13) (0.01) (0.09) (0.10) 
CaO 

4.60 4.13 4.34 3.27 3.47 3.24 3.20 0.08 0.02 4.17 2.79 3.96 2.78ネ3固 54

(0.00) ( -0.20) (0.12) ( -0.04) (0.16) ( -0.07) (-O.ll) (0.03) ( -0.03) (-0.16) ( -0.04) ( -0.20) (0.12) 
Na20 

3.97 3.08 4.75 1. 77 5.47ネ5.47" 1.87 0.09 0.04 2.95 5.49* 4.38 1.42キ3.92 

( -0.35) (0.18) (0.06) (0.09) (0.19) (0.07) (0.02) (0.05) (-0.13) ( -0.02) 
K20 

0.23 0.81 0.21 0.77 0.39 0.39 0.77 0.47 4.70 0.81 0.57 0.55 1.10 0.66 子120十本

一己申

101.86 99.90 

Comparison between the probe咽analysisand published values 
of standard rocks. The figures in the parenthes巴sar邑 thediff百rerencefrom the published values. 

キ Quot邑dfrom lit巴ratures
持*Exc告書stotal is partly du邑 tothe conversion of F日oto FezOg 

99.32 101.09 100.75 100.80 99.96 101.62 102.38 99.70 100.96 97.94 100.67 101.47 
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POSTSCRIPT 

V{e have determi日記d oI fevv standarc1s KAP diffraction crystal instead 

of i1.DP ando have obtaineel bett忠Tア巴sultsas follovvs : 

J)3-1 kGV-l G-l PCC-l G-2 JG-1 

52.48 59，09 72.30 41. 57 6'7.80 72.40 

(-0.22) (-1.39) 




